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Space

Working 
Style

NiCE puts together 
its new office with  

nobel intentions and  
bold ambitions in mind
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Space
Office

NIce WORK:
The office is a 
sophisticated mix of 
industrial edge and 
practical functionality

DeSIGN HIGH: 
The generous double 
volume space allowed 
the addition of a 
temporary mezzanine 
structure

For the New-York-based creative agency best known for its 
branding of luxury consumer products, salvation came in the form 
of the 6,200sqft space at the WOHA-designed NOMU building 
along Handy Road. Previously known to most as an events space 
for private parties and such, the expansive double-volume space 
ticked all the right boxes on NiCE’s wish list. 

“This was the best of the best,” says Davide Nicosia, Founding 
Principal and Creative Director of NiCE, referring to the space.  
“It is not only in the location we want to be, it also has charm and 
is open.” 

WOHA had already set in place a perfect framework for an office 
space with 5.2m high windows that let in a glorious flood of light 
and a raised floor that easily accommodates cabling, among other 
practical considerations. The one main intervention that Nicosia and 
Todd Erlandson – the former was trained as an architect and the latter, 
of architecture partner firm (M)Arch – introduced was the inclusion 
of a temporary mezzanine structure.

“The biggest investment we made was this temporary 
mezzanine because obviously, we didn’t want to break any laws. 
So we made sure that whatever we did was not only aesthetically 
pleasant but also met every single rule,” says Nicosia, fully aware 
of the strict building regulations of the land. 

The temporary structure continues the sleek black-steel-and-
glass aesthetic of the original space. Adding an extra 1,200sqft 
to the office, it holds a large conference room that multi-tasks as 

WHeN It WaS aNNOuNceD tHat tHe  
plot of land that Old School@Mount Sophia sat on would be slated 
for residential development, multi-disciplinary creative agency 
NiCE was one of the many companies that found themselves 
unceremoniously bumped out of the premises. After having spent 
a relatively short two years at Old School, the agency found  
themselves on the search for an ideal office space yet again. 
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          “it has tO be  
geneROus tO the life  
     Of the peOple  
whO aRe cOming tO 
                wORk heRe”

Space
Office

Space
Office

a video-conference room as well as still life photography studio.  
Right next to this is a smaller conference room for intimate  
meetings. In both spaces, Astroturf replaces what would have been 
traditional carpeting in most offices and adds a fun, whimsical 
touch befitting of a creative agency.  

“One of our requirements for the new office space was  
for us to be able to recycle the furniture from our previous office  
at Old School,” says Nicosia “I never like waste. Ever since I  
founded the agency, we’ve had a very strong mission about 
environmental issues.” 

At first blush, it doesn’t seem that tricky a requirement to 
address – that is, until one finds out that a 50ft catwalk of sturdy 
teak tables used to inhabit the oversized loft that was the previous 
office. “These were custom-designed desks; we designed the 
previous office to fit just right. We didn’t know we were going to 
move [after just two years],” chuckles Nicosia. 

taKe SHeLteR:
A conference room 
tucked under the 
mezzanine level has 
a table with recycled 
timber floor slabs and 
a wine chiller base

uppeR ROOM:
An interesting palette 
of astroturf, teak, 
steel and glass brings 
a balance of what 
Nicosia calls “hard 
and soft points”

GLaSS HOuSe:
Glass sliding doors 
take advantage of the 
abundance of natural 
light

Design Firm nicosia creative expresso pte ltd (nice)

Project Team davide nicosia, tJ kling, artem paramonov

Design Consultant todd erlandson, (m)arch. studio

Builder upton interior & Renovation pte ltd

Fire Consultant bestofire & thermal pte ltd

Time to Complete 2 months

Total Floor Area 582m2 

Nicosia Creative Expresso Pte Ltd

(65) 6876 7800 niceltd.com

Furniture teak desks customised by upton interior & Renovation. 

herman miller aeron chairs from XtRa designs.  lounger from 

aerostone. in foyer, sofas and coffee tables from performax. 

Lighting husvik task lights from ikea. 

Finishes paint from nippon paint. gardengrass terazzo from 

ibuild sportscape. 

Fixed and Fitted ironmongery from bestofire & thermal. 

ceiling fans from fanco. audio/visual equipment from spectrum 

audio visual. 

aerostone aerostone.com.ph bestofire & thermal pte ltd (65) 6861 

4440 bestofire.com.sg ibuild sportscape pte ltd (65) 6842 4989 

ibuild.sg ikea (65) 6786 6868 ikea.com/sg/ performax pformax.com 

XtRa designs pte ltd (65) 6336 0688 xtra.com.sg 

Nice SINGapORe OffIce

The new space at NOMU – and the private garage access to 
the space – allowed them to recycle 85 per cent of the furniture and 
fittings from the old office. Teak floor boards have been recycled 
into solid table tops while most of the 50ft-length of tables now 
spread out across steel floors in two parallel rows, each placed at a 
slant to echo the angled edges of the tables. 

Tables are clustered close together in an open space with no 
barriers. This not only encourages collaboration and discussion, 
but also underlines the agency’s egalitarian culture. “People work 
better in groups and teams,” Nicosia says. “The way it functions 
now is extremely functional. The old office was not so, because it 
was so spread out. In order to talk to somebody to you had to walk 
[all the way across the room]. Now everybody’s together.” 

While staff strength stands at 26, Nicosia has intentions 
to expand the team to 40. And even then, each person can still 
be afforded two metres of space to work with. It’s a generous  

amount of space and it all works towards what Nicosia calls “the 
NiCE lifestyle”. 

A great physical workspace, a fully equipped kitchen, a 
conference-room-cum-wine cellar, and even NiCE’s legendary 
monthly BBQ sessions now held on the patio flanking the office 
space  – these all help to create a very specific attitude for the 
office. The sum of these parts contributes to a decidedly enjoyable 
working environment. 

“We do like to take care of our employees. “It’s not just the 
functionalities as an office space, but it has to be generous to the  
life of the people who are coming to work here. If you’re generous 
with them, they’re generous with you,” says Nicosia for whom 
talent retention is a priority. “It’s harder to leave a place where you 
have fun.” 

“This space had to be a sibling to the New York office,” he 
says, referring to the same laidback, industrial vibe that the parking-
garage-turned-office in New York has. Needless to say, matters of 
branding figure strongly.  Nicosia says, “We don’t advertise. So 
when clients come in and see what we do, we only have a few 
seconds to win their trust. And when they see the office, they relate 
the quality of the space to who we are and the work we do. So 
the space is a very big selling point.” Spoken like a true branding 
maven indeed.  
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